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The McGonigle brothers add Irish flair to the traditional
watchmaking they honed in Switzerland

T

here are combinations of
words which appear to be
just made for each other
and which together inspire a totality greater than their parts: ham
and rye, Michael Jordan and the
Chicago Bulls, rum and coke, fish
and chips, summer and baseball,
Swedish and au pair, to name just
a few. On the other hand you have
word partnerships that have little
chance of coalescing: I would have
felt fairly safe in placing “Ireland”
and “haute horlogerie” into the
latter category . . . until recently,
that is.
Until recently because two
Irish brothers, John and Stephen
McGonigle, have taken a dish of
the very best in traditional Swiss
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watchmaking and applied their
own Celtic spices and flair. The
result is a superbly crafted and
very distinctive hand-wound
tourbillon with a 110-hour power reserve, which, while identifiably Irish, retains the unmistakable hallmarks of fine Swiss
craftsmanship.
And it is no surprise that the
McGonigle brothers bring the very
best of Swiss horology to their Irish
timepieces, as they both honed
their skills at the very highest levels of watchmaking in Neuchâtel
and Geneva: John McGonigle at
Audemars Piguet and Christophe
Claret, Stephen McGonigle working with Christophe Claret, Franck
Muller and Breguet.

BY IAN SKELLERN

Own project

The project to create their own
watch began in Le Locle in 2003
when John and Stephen met up
with passionate American collectors Tom Bales and Rudy Kranys.
When Tom and Rudy casually
mentioned, “You know, if you ever
need sponsors to do something on
your own we would like to help.”
Stephen relates, “Well we didn’t
have to be asked twice! John and
I were always having ideas for
watches; here was our chance to
make something concrete.”
With Bales and Kranys helping and encouraging, the project
slowly took shape, evolved, developed and has just borne its first
sweet fruit.
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The McGonigle’s tourbillon is a blend of
contemporary styling and classically timeless fine
watchmaking. The large “M” of the tourbillon
bridge is both elegant and bold. Each watch
is individually crafted for the client and can be
highly personalized.
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Stephen McGonigle (left) and John McGonigle
(right) at work in their Irish atelier outside Athlone
in the Irish midlands.

The McGonigles decided on a
Claret tourbillon ébauche almost
immediately.
“We both knew the movement so well we knew how we
would improve or individualize
virtually every single piece”.
However, it was not that
simple.
“As we got more and more
into it, we quickly found that
we were not happy doing things
by halves,” John points out. Our
name was going to be on the dial:
it had to be superb! Stephen and
I also discovered—to our mutual
surprise—how similar our taste in
watches was.”
Their patron’s three years of
faith (and money) has been well
rewarded with the recent delivery
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of the first two watches to their
proud owners.
Finish & design

Two things jump out when examining the McGonigle’s watch: the
design is very distinctive and the
level of finish is absolutely stunning. The cut-a-way sapphire dial
allows much light and space for
the tourbillon to strut its highly
polished stuff. The audacious
“M”-shaped tourbillon bridge is
both contemporary enough to be
noticed and classical enough to
ensure that it remains stylish over
the long term. The same goes for
those bold blued hands. Look
closer and it is the small things
that not only pleasantly surprise,
they lay testament to the fastidi-

The tourbillon cage has been completely reworked (lightened for lower
inertia) from the original ébauche. A freesprung balance spring has been added,
enabling the entire lower arm—including
regulator—to be removed and resulting
in much-improved timekeeping.

ous attention to detail that every
facet of this watch has received.
Every screw has a mirror-polished
head, straight-grained sides and
matching anglage between the
slot in the head and circumferDECEMBER 2006INTERNATIONAL WATCH
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John McGonigle assembling their first timepiece.

ence. . . and there are quite a lot
of screws.
The sapphire dial on the goldcased model is semi-transparent,
while on the platinum piece the
dial is completely transparent.
The barrel bridge and movement ring beneath are plated in
ruthenium. This combination
serves to provide a background to
the graphics while allowing the
observer an unrestricted view of
the movement.
The cutout at the top of the
dial reveals the mainspring barrel’s
elegant wolf teeth. Wolf-teeth
gearing was often used in highquality pocket watches around
the turn of the twentieth century
and it is used all throughout the
gear train in the McGonigle’s
movement. When winding the
watch you are rewarded with the
rotating polished winding pinion
visible at 3 o’clock . . . and all that
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Wherever you look the level of finish is second to none.

in addition to the veritable feast
of eye-candy which the highly
polished tourbillon cage, balance
and escapement provide.
The tourbillon cage has been
completely reworked from the
original Claret ébauche. The McGonigles have lightened it, added
a free-sprung balance spring and
removed the entire lower arm
with the original regulator. A
tourbillon cage stops, recoils and
accelerates six times each second.
Lightening the cage results in less
energy wasted, less stress on delicate components and improved
isochronism. Regulating a freesprung balance demands much
more work on behalf of the watchmaker, as a critical equilibrium has
to be found between the length of
the balance spring and the weight
of the balance wheel.
Tearing our eyes away from
the dial, other facets of the design

become apparent. Notice how
the case is ever so slightly oval
rather than perfectly round and
the lugs flare out ever so slightly,
as does the crown. A closer look
at the crown and its irregular pattern of notches appears puzzling.
These seemingly randomly place
notches are in fact characters
from an ancient Celtic alphabet
called “Ogham.”
This primitive alphabet—
originally taking the form of strategically placed knots on a string
or rope—also appears on the back
of the movement and spells out
“McGonigle Time” on the presentation box. “McGonigle Watches”
was not an option as there is no
“W” in the Ogham alphabet!
Engraved back

Turn the watch over and the
display back reveals very original engraving designed by the
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The back of the mainplate is beautifully
hand-engraved with a Celtic-inspired
design by (sister) Frances McGonigle.
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The unusual pattern on the top of the case is actually “McGonigle Time” spelled in an
ancient Celtic alphabet called Ogham. The wood of the case is bog oak many thousands
of years old. Bog oak is nearly, but not quite, petrified wood.

McGonigles’ sister Frances. While
inspired by traditional Celtic
themes, the McGonigles were
well aware of the risk of carrying
the Irish leitmotivs too far.
“It was always more important
that the watch looked good rather than looked Irish.” explained
Stephen. As each watch can be
highly personalized according to
individual client’s tastes—down
to the color of the jewels—the
watches are not numbered but
simply engraved with the particular watchmaker’s name: John or
Stephen, and its year of creation.
While John lives and has his
atelier in a picturesque area of central Ireland near Athlone where

AVALANCHE EXTREME REGULATOR
AL-650 mechanical movement
recessed eccentric hour subdial,
stainless steel case, sapphire crystal,
screw-down case back and crown,
water-resistant to 200 meters.

HIGH PRECISION WATCHES

The irregular grooves in the crown are also characters from the
Ogham alphabet. On this example they have been chosen for
their spacing rather than spelling out a word . . . or so they say!

they grew up, Stephen’s home in
Neuchâtel ensures that they benefit from close contact with the
very heart of Swiss watchmaking.
With one foot in Switzerland, with its fine traditions of
horological craftsmanship and
innovative watchmaking, and
the other in Ireland’s rich history and folklore, the McGonigle
brothers have ensure that Ireland
and haute horlogerie fit together
like two peas in a pod. The watch
is available in gold for $138,000
or platinum for $154,000 (plus
taxes if applicable). For details,
contact the McGonigles via www.
tempered-online.com/ or curtis@

tempered-online.com
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